How Nylabone CHEWS BEST!

For every reason to chew there is a Nylabone! Not only are our chew toys safe, fun, and flavorful—they also help dogs and their humans happily coexist.

Our chew toys are great for:

- Discouraging destructive chewing
- Puppy teething
- Occupying & entertaining
- Training & rewards
- Helping to clean teeth
- Playtime

Whether you have a teething puppy who needs relief, a power chewer who needs a durable toy, or a dog who simply likes to chew, Nylabone is the positive chewing alternative to dangerous or costly household items.

**Teething PUPPY CHEW**

**Helps Encourage Healthy Chewing Habits**

The puppy stage is a critical opportunity for teaching your pup what is and is not acceptable to chew on. Puppies use their mouths to explore their surroundings, to play, and especially to relieve teething discomfort. Coupled with positive reinforcement, pups will learn that chewing on their Nylabone is not only encouraged, but also a fun pastime to enjoy into adulthood.

**Ideal for Dogs Who Are Less Aggressive Chewers**

All dogs have the natural instinct to chew; some are simply less avid chewers than others. For the dogs who enjoy a light chew every once in a blue moon, Moderate Chew toys are the perfect fit. Made of flexible, softer material, these gentle bones give moderate chewers something safe and fun to do. Added bonus: They help clean teeth and reduce plaque and tartar buildup!

**Natural Rubber Material for Strong Chewers**

For dogs who pack a slightly stronger chew than the moderate chewers, these bones are made from tough, natural rubber. They still have a little flex and give and are easy for dogs to grip. With different textures, flavors, and shapes, these chew toys are an independent pastime for dogs who enjoy fun chewing sessions. The rubber ridges also help clean teeth and massage gums.

**Built for the Most Aggressive Chewers**

Nylabone Power Chew toys are the ultimate chew toys for extremely powerful chewers! These durable nylon bones were built for intense chewing sessions. Plus, they come in a ton of flavors, sizes, shapes, and textures, so there’s something for every dog to enjoy. They provide a long-lasting, independent activity that simultaneously prevents destructive chewing and helps clean your dog’s teeth.

See reverse for Commonly Asked Consumer Questions
Commonly Asked Consumer Questions

**Q:** How do you know when to replace a toy?
**A:** Replace the chew toy when its knuckle ends are worn down or if it becomes too small for your dog to chew safely.

**Q:** How can I wash my chew toys?
**A:** To clean Nylabone chew toys, scrub with a brush under warm water using mild, nontoxic detergent and rinse thoroughly, and inspect for wear.

**Q:** Where are your products manufactured?
**A:** Many Nylabone products are made in the USA in our facility in Neptune City, New Jersey. All USA-made Nylabone products have the American flag on the package. Some of our products are made in China. Be assured that all Nylabone manufacturing partners—both domestic and overseas—must adhere to stringent quality-control standards for every product.

**Q:** Do you run quality-assurance tests?
**A:** Our quality-control team ensures quality + compliance. We have an ongoing testing program in place to further ensure the quality and safety of our products, and for added assurance, we use independent, third-party testing facilities. The confidence our consumers have in our products is of paramount importance to us!

**Q:** Which Nylabone chew toy will work best for my dog?
**A:** If you have a puppy or moderate chewer, check out our Puppy Chew toys and Moderate FlexiChew Chew toys, which are especially designed with a flexible material to suit their needs. Our Strong Rubber Chew toys are for dogs who need something a little bit tougher but still with some give, and our nylon Power Chew DuraChew toys are for the most powerful chewers. Look for the chew meter on every package.

**Q:** What is your most durable chew toy?
**A:** Our Power Chew toys are made of tough nylon that's specifically designed to withstand the most powerful chewers. We recommend trying our Galileo bone or Souper bone if your dog is an especially powerful chewer.